Figure S1
Illustration of the synthesis--dependent strand annealing (SDSA) mechanism of homologous recombination. Following a double--strand break, 5' ends are resected by exonuclease action. One of the resulting 3'--ending, single-stranded tails invades homologous sequence in the donor and is extended by DNA polymerase. The invading end withdraws and pairs with the other end from the break, and the junction is completed by polymerase, nuclease and ligase activities. Any mutations (*) copied from the donor are incorporated at the target by this process. Figure 4 , the boxes at the left represent the 4 sites at which the donors differ from the target. A black box indicates donor sequence in the HR product; a gray box indicates target sequence. The donor mutation within the ZFN site is indicated with an arrow. The patterns are very similar, with a preponderance of simple ZFN--site and one--sided conversions. In particular, there is no significant bias with either donor for conversions on the left or right of the ZFN cut. The number of independent conversion tracts scored was 23 for the F oligo and 43 for the R oligo.
